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Job Coach Continuation Sheet

Client Name Brian Nesbitt

Job Coach: Karen Belton

Date 28th September 2001

lssues Discussed:

Job Coach met with Dave Nelson at Dunlop to discuss the $pe of position
that is most appropriate to Brian Nesbitt. We discussed Brian's areas of
difficulty as a result of his head injury in detail including fatigue levels;
headaches; and sleeping pattern, and how as a result of these difficulties it
would not be appropriate for Brain to work a shift pattern. We discussed the
support that Rehab UK offer to Brian and to Dunlop. Dave was already aware
of the support from Rehab, as we had discussed this before, his concern was
more directed towards the commitment that Brain would give to Dunlop. Job
Coach assured Dave that Brian wishes to remain working with Dunlop.

Dave Nelson identified a position working on computers that is day shift
position, which has recently been internally advertised. lf this is appropriate
for Brian, Dave is willing to try a 2-week placement working within the
environment. lf it is appropriate then Brian would be offered the position.

Goals Set

. Job Coach to discuss positlon with team

. lT Tutor to visit Dunlop with Job Coach to identify if computer programme
would be appropriate for Brian.

. Job Coach to discuss position with Brian
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Signed Job Coach h-t,u
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Job Coach Continuation Sheet

Client Name: Brian Nesbitt

Job Coach Karen Belton

Date 1't october 2oo1

lssues Discussed:

Job Coach and lT Tutor met with Dave Netson at Dunlop to discuss the
Quality Technician Admin Assistant position in more detail. The role involves
changing old computer codes to the new codes. We met with Steve Dixon
who Brain would be working along side. The working environment has limited
distractions, in that Steve and Brian would share a large office. There is no
one else in their office. lt is a relaxed atmosphere, breaks are taken when
required. The noise of the factory can be heard however it is not loud and is
not distracting. Job Coach felt that the environment would be suitable for
Brian. lT Tutor discussed the computer programme and procedures with
Steve, although the system seemed complex it was felt that with support and
guidance Brian would be able to use the system without difficulty.

Goals Set

o Feedback to team
. Job Coach to discuss position with Brian

Signed Job Coach: h^til*
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